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INTRODUCTION

The fragementation and degradation of elephant habitas in India has led to rising levels
of elephant - human conflict. Factors beyond tlre control of wildlife managers, e.g. high human
populationgrowthrates,havemadethetaskoffindingsolutionstotheconflictimpossible. Under
such a scenario it is dcsirable to reduce the number of elephans or keep tlre population size more
or less constant for specilic problem elephant populations. Capturing of elcphants from
populations involved in high rates of conflict for domestication has bcen suggested before as a
strategy to achieve the above objective. This has to be done in a manner which does not endanger
the viability of the population. Sukumar (1993) suggests that a population of about 100 to 300
elephants would have a high probability (>99Vo) of survival for the next hundred yean. Wildlife
managers should try to maintain these minimum sizes even in problem elephant populations (ap.

cit.). This is so because options might emerge in the future to help solve the elephant - human
conflicL

The westGaro hillsdistrict in the norttr- eastlndian sLateof Meghalaya is aplace with high
rates of elepMnts - human conflict (Williams & Johnsingh,1996). A small population of about
160 elcphans is spread over an area of l000km2(Williams & Johnsingh, 1996). Much of this area
is undcr shifting cultivation Qhum). As jhum settlcments are interspersed with forest areas,
elephants encounter crop fields, which have little or no protection, and raid them as the crops
provide an easy source of highly nutritious food (Sukumar, l99l). The prospcct of finding a
solution o the conflict in this region is dircctly relatcd to finding an altcmative to the practice of
jhum.

. The human population in Meghalaya, has increased by 32Vo bctween 1981 and 1991
(Anon, 1992). This kind of high population glowth rates will further reduce the already short
jhurn cycles thus furtlrer degrading the habitats and increasing patchiness in the area. Studies
suggcst tllr't a jhum cycle of at least l0 years is considcred necessary for jhum to be viable
economically and energetically @amakrishan, 1992). It was found that more that eighty pcrcent
of the villages surveyed in westGaro hills hada jhum cycle lcss than l0 years (Williams &
Johnsingh, 1996). Theresultsofthatstudysuggestcdthatcurrentleveloljhuming inWestGaro
hillsisunviable. Howeverthechanceoffindinganalterna:dvetojhum sccmstobebleakinthis
region. Hcnce it is in the wildife managcr's interest to rcduce or atlcast prcvent the elephant-
human conflict from increasing. One of the ways this could be done is to reduce or keep stable
the current elephant numbcrs by capturing. Requests to reduce problcm elephant populations by
capture have already come from the various state Governments (Anon, 1994;1995).
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A number of studies have been canied out, using matlrematical models and computer
simulations, o explore the effect of increased mortality in the various age - sex categories on the
elephant population growth rates ( Sukumar, 1991; Hanks, 1981, llanks & Mclntosh, 1973 ).
However since reducing elephant populations has been a sensitive subject in India no one has
looked at the effecs of removal of elephanc, by capturing, on a population.

In this paper,we present details about the age-sex structure of elephants capured during
the 1980 rnela-shikar operation in Meghalaya and discuss the implications of allowing the
practice to resume in the west Garo hills o combat elephant - human conflict using a modelling
approach.

METHODS

Elephant capture, using the uaditional mz la-shikar method was carried out in this elephant
range till 1982. Information on estimated age, shoulder height, sex of the elephants and place of
capture were got from the Meghalaya Forest Department records. The ages of these elephans
were estirnated from shoulder heights as given by Sukumar, Joshi & Krishnamoorthy (1988).

The west Garo hills elephant range lies approximately between 90OE and 90c258
and2525N and 25"55N. Further details about the area and elephanc can be found in Williams
&Johnsingh (1996). Toexplore the effects of capturingelephans of various age - sex categories,
the program VORTEX (Lacy, 1993; Lacy, Hughes & Kreeger, 1995) was used. The following
parameters were use( The birth probability was taken u 0.20ladult female/ year. The annual

age - specific mortality rates were as follows (see Sukumar, 1993 for more details);Female
elephants; l0?o(age0-lyear),4% (age l -5 years),2% (age5-l5years)and 1.57o (5-15 year).lvlale
elephans: l57o (0-l year),8%o(5-15 years), 67o (>15 years).

The deterministic growth rate (r) of the population as calculated from life table analysis
of the female segment using the above parameters was 0.02. This means that the porpulation was
growing at the rate of about2% ayear. Then the adult female mortality constant was held at 1.5%
andthemortality rateforallotherage-sex classeswasdobled. This gave adeterministicgrowth
rate (r) of 0.007, i.e. the population is growing at the rate of 0.77o. Environmental stochasticiry
isbuiltintothemodelwhichsamplesfrom binomial probabilitydistributions,wherethe standard
deviation (SD) specifies the yearly fluctuations. SD in birth probability was iaken bbe25%o of
he mean and SD in annual mortality rates for the various age-sex classes were taken u20%o of
the mean. We alsq modelled a catastrophe such as a disease epidemic with 05% chance of
occur€nce and which would reduce the survival to 90Vo of its' orginal value. The Meghalaya
Forest Department census figure of 166 elephans for this area (Anon ,1994) was used as the
starting population. The carrying capacity was set at 400 elephans which u/as more than twice
the population's starting size. It has also been assumed that in the case of suffrcient animals not
being available, in some of the yeus in the harvested age-sex classes, animals from other age-
sex classes will not be captured.



The following scenarios were modelled;
l. Capturing l0 juveniles or sub-adult elephants (6 females: 4 males) every alternate

year for ten y@rs,
2. Capturing l0 adult females every alternateyeil for ten years and,
3. Capturing l0 adult elephans (6 females: 4 males) every alternate year forten

years.

For all the scenarios modelled it was specified that the capture should take place every
alternate year as it would provide suffrcient time for raining and disposal of capuned elephants.
We have modelled captures only for ten years with the hope options !o manage them o0reruise
would be available in teh year's'time. All rhe population projections were for 100 years and were
run 1000 times.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We got complete records for 23 elephants which were captured during the year 1980; Five
of the captures were in south Garo hills and 18 captures were from Mylliem and Khyriem
Syiemship in the Khasi hills. The age-sex structure of the captured animals can be seen in Fig.

. l. There seems !o be a clear preference for elephants in the younger age classes. This may be due
to the fact that younger animals are qry to captrue and domesticate.

The male: female ratio of the captured animals is l:1.3. However, the tusker: makhna
(tuskless males) ratio is l:1.5. ldakhnas when young, are difficult to distinguish from females in
the field and one suspects that young makhnas were misidentified as females and captured. If
Oris is true then there seems to be a preference for female elephans. Adult male elephants go into
mu.slh for about two o three months every year. They are usually tied up during this period as

they become uncontrollable and this represents a substantial loss of working days for theowners.
This is not the case with female elephans and that may be one of the reasons for preferring female
elephants, if such a preference exists.

The results of the various scenarios modelled under different deterministic glowth rates
can be seen in Tables I &2. It can be seen for a population which is growing at arcttnd?% annually,
capturingonly juvenileand sub adultelephanss orcapturing adultelephants (6females:4 mdas)
produce identical resuls. The l0th year population is atnut 857o of thepopulation size atyear l.
However if only adult females are captured, the 10 th year population size is only about 75% of
the population size at year l.

When the growth rates fall to little over half a percent due to increased mortality in the
various age-sex classes, with the exception of adult females, the three scenarios produce vastly
different results (Iable 2). The l0th year population sizes under scenarios 2 and 3, when
deterministic r = 0.007, are about 65% nd 58Vo of the population size at year l. However,
capturingjuvenile and sub - adultelephans produces identical population sizes at year l0 under
different population growtlr rales (Tables | &2).



TABLE 1. Resuls of the scenarios when deterministic r = 0'02

TABLE 2. Resuls of the scenarios when dcterministic r = 0'007

r-Stochastic r, P ( S )' probability of surttiv al

Year 10

r-Stochastic r, P(S) - probability of surttival

Population size I P(S)
at
Year
100

Scenario
($ochastic) Year 10 | Year 100
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The results of the modelling exercise point to the various options available to the wildlife
manger. If the objective is to keep population numbers stable, the best option would be to capture
juvenile and sub-adult animals. Therefore capture by traditional mela shikar would be the ideal
method, especially in hilly tenain like the west Garo hills. This may not necessarily reduce
elephant - human conflict , but would prevent the conflict from increasing. However, if the

objective is to reduce the current intensity of conflict by reducing tlre elephant population,

capturing of young adult females would probably be tlre best option. The west Garo hills
population under all fre scenarios, excepting scenario 3 in Table 2, has greater than99%o chance

of suniving to lfi) years. The results did not differ significantly from that of scenario l, when

we modelled a preference for female juvenile and sub-adult elephans (2 male:8 females).

As mentioned earlier, the westGarohills isplacewitlr high densityof humans (l09person

7km2) in the important elephant areas and the human population is currently growing at around
3Vo ayeu (Anon, 1993). The practice of jhurrning is degrading the habitatfurtherand the ability
of the area to support elcphants is probably reducing drastically. Under such a scenario, if the
elephant population in west Garo hills is allowed to grow, the elephant - human conflict can only
increase. This will have disastrous consequences for elephants in this region. Our modelling
suggests if the annual adult fcmale mortality increases suddenly beyond 6Vo froml.S%o (when
dcterminstic r=0.02) and2.5%o trom l.5%o (whcn determinisLic 12 0.005), the population would
startdeclining. Ifpeoplesrartshooting atelephantgroupswhichraidcrops,itis likelythatadult
female mortality would go up. Adult females with young ones are more likcly to feel threatened

and tfrey may charge whcn attempts to chase thcm from crop ficlds are made.

Elephant capture programmes can also be tumed into a public relations exercise, where
the forest department is shown as raking a sincere effort to solve the elephant human+onflict.
Thcrefore for elephant populations thrcatened by high rates of elephant human-conflict, the

capture programmes may actually result in buying much needed time. This time is required in
case options to manage these elephants and to solve the conflict arise in the near future and also

bccause every elephant population descrves such a chance. We concludc by emphasizing that this
is only a preliminary modclling exercise and that any decision to implemcnt. elephant capture
programmes must involve much more detailed analysis of actual field data of the population
involved.
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